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Our ref.  GB/PJK/NH 

 

15 February 2019 

 

Civil Procedure and Enforcement Team 

Ministry of Justice 

102 Petty France 

London SW1H 9AJ 

 

Email: bailiffreview@justice.gov.uk  

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

RESPONSE OF THE CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT (CICM) TO: MINISTRY OF JUSTICE -  

REVIEW OF THE 2014 ENFORCEMENT AGENT REFORMS INTRODUCED BY TRIBUNALS, COURTS AND 

ENFORCEMENT ACT 2007  

 

The Chartered Institute of Credit Management (CICM) is the largest recognised professional body in the world 

for the credit management community. Formed 80 years ago, the Institute was granted its Royal Charter in 

2014.  Representing all areas of the credit and collections lifecycle, it is the trusted leader and expert in its 

field providing its members with support, resources, advice, and career development as well as a networking 

and interactive community. In addition to its comprehensive suite of qualifications and learning 

opportunities, events and magazine ‘Credit Management’, the CICM administers the Prompt Payment Code 

for BEIS. Independently, and through collaboration with business organisations, it provides vital advice to 

businesses of all sizes on how best to manage cashflow and credit. 

 

CICM members hold important, credit-related appointments throughout industry and commerce, and we 

feel it appropriate to comment on this call for evidence.  

 

We believe that the reforms introduced in 2014 made significant improvements, including increased 

transparency and consistency of process and fees, and delivering protection against agents who used 

aggressive methods, whilst still collecting effectively. The reforms sought fairness, transparency and a 

sustainable cost regime, and aimed to ensure excessive regulation was minimised, whilst ensuring those 

who were deemed vulnerable were protected. 

 

A review of the reforms is welcomed however, so as to ensure these standards are maintained, and in 

some cases reviewed to make them even more fit for purpose.  

 

In summarising the key areas within the call for evidence, our members commented on the following 

themes: 

 

Treatment of debtors  

Although we do not have specific statistics to refer to, in the vast majority of cases, our members feel that 

enforcement agents treat debtors fairly and keep within the remit of their role, as set by the law. It is worth 

noting that generally there is a recognition that people who are unhappy with their experience of debt 

collection are more likely to be motivated to report this, as opposed to those who have had a positive 

experience. Care should be taken to ensure that any gap between perception and reality is taken into  
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account when assessing treatment of debtors, and that this doesn’t dissuade from the positive impact the 

reforms have had so far.  

 

Dealing with debtors in vulnerable circumstances continues to be of upmost importance, and mechanisms 

should continue to be employed to seek the best solution in these cases. Alternative approaches should 

be explored as part of the due diligence process where appropriate, and free and independent advice from 

debt advice organisations continues to be welcomed. A continued cross-over of the enforcement and debt 

advice sectors should be encouraged. The opportunity for claims of vulnerability to be abused and 

exploited needs to be borne in mind. 

 

Complaints and process 

Our members felt that raising awareness of people’s rights and responsibilities under the 2014 regulations 

would have a further positive impact on customer experience and complaint levels.  There is also a 

continuing requirement for robust data and analysis of this in order to have meaningful evidence from 

genuine complaints about enforcement agent behaviour or practices. Customer experience is vitally 

important, so it is essential to have the true facts of a case made available by the dedicated resources 

handling it. 

 

Our members feel that it is important to acknowledge that if contact volumes to debt advice organisations 

increases, it doesn’t necessarily equate to that contact being complaint based. The nature of the complaint 

also needs to be carefully reviewed to ensure that true breaches of regulation are separated from a debtors 

perception of a breach. A complaint could be purely be an account of an unpleasant customer experience, 

which is how most debtors at collection stage may feel.  

 

Media reporting and research reports must be mindful in this area. Nearly all cases will involve an emotive 

element, and this could give rise to the impression of bad practice or skewed data. Objective and accurate 

data analysis should be the source for reports rather than anecdotal evidence. 

 

Body Worn Video camera footage assists in discouraging unfounded complaints, and assisting with 

complaint investigation. We believe this should be considered for mandatory use in all enforcement cases.  

 

Any sanctions put in place which demonstrate the seriousness of violations to law or enforcement practice 

are welcomed. Where complaints in these cases are upheld and considered serious enough, permanent 

revocation of enforcement certification and criminal charges could be considered proportionate.  

 

Fees charged 

Our members feel that the fees process introduced in the 2014 reforms introduced a welcomed 

transparency with positive effects evidenced in available statistics. Clear, fixed fees can only continue to 

increase awareness which assists in informing all parties involved. 

 

Training and certification of agents 

Our members feel that it is vital for enforcement agents to be equipped with the right level of certification 

and qualification-based experience in order to carry out their roles effectively and within the parameters 

of legislation.  
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Across the board training and certification would help to ensure a transparent and consistent process, as 

well as keeping all agents up to speed with changes to legislation and practice. The CICM’s suite of 

qualifications on Taking Control of Goods, Intermediate Award in Enforcement and Diploma in High Court 

Enforcement caters for this requirement. 

 

Whether further regulation is needed 

It is vital to ascertain the true number of cases where current regulation is being breached in order to know 

whether further regulation is required. Our members feel that, while having a further regulator to uphold 

existing law would not resolve objections to laws being applied correctly, an independent body would be 

helpful. This could include representations from debt advice organisations, experts on enforcement and 

other relevant bodies. It could be given the power to expel members and would prove a powerful incentive 

for compliance.  

 

If we can help in any further way please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 
Glen Bullivant FCICM 

Chair of Technical Committee  

E : governance@cicm.com  

T : +44 (0)1780 722912 

W : www.cicm.com  

 

Follow us on Twitter  LinkedIn  Facebook  and YouTube  
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